A VoIP call classifier for carrier grade based on Support Vector Machines
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Abstract
Currently, VoIP company technicians conduct tests to classify call quality as good or bad. Even though, there are automatic platforms that make test VoIP calls to classify them, they do not perform audio processing to detect False Answer Supervision (FAS), which is a common and undesirable feature of VoIP calls. In this paper, a Vector Support Machine (SVM) along with several functions used in voice recognition were implemented to emulate the human decision procedure (the task of audio classification and analysis performed by technicians). The experiments were based on the comparison between the results obtained from the current classification methods and those derived from the SVM. A 10-fold cross-validation was used to evaluate the system performance. The tests results from the proposed methodology show a better percentage of successful classification compared to a selected automatic platform called CheckMyRoutes.
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Clasificador de llamadas VoIP para calificar un proveedor basado en Support Vector Machine

Resumen
Actualmente, los técnicos de compañías de VoIP realizan pruebas y clasifican las llamadas como buenas o malas. Asimismo, existen plataformas automáticas que realizan llamadas VoIP para clasificarlas, sin realizar procesamiento de audio; proceso necesario cuando se pretende detectar el False Answer Supervision (FAS), una característica común e indeseable de las llamadas VoIP. Se implementó una Máquina de Vectores de Soporte (SVM) junto con varias funciones utilizadas en el reconocimiento de voz para emular la toma de decisiones de los humanos (tarea de clasificación y análisis de audio realizada por los técnicos). Los experimentos se basaron en la comparación entre los resultados obtenidos de los métodos de clasificación actuales y los derivados de la SVM. Se utilizó una validación cruzada de diez veces para evaluar el rendimiento del sistema. Derivado de los resultados, la metodología propuesta muestra un mejor porcentaje de clasificación exitosa comparado con una plataforma automática llamada CheckMyRoutes.

Palabras clave: Análisis de audio; reconocimiento de patrones; SVM, VoIP.

1. Introduction

Today VoIP calls are part of a large market in which VoIP carriers conduct interconnection contracts with similar companies so they can complete most of their traffic. The unregulated tariff definition of voice minutes, transported using VoIP, allows their value to be more competitive and really attractive for new companies (which join the market).

These new companies tend to get away the customers from traditional ones whose tariffs are regulated [1,2]. Studies have shown that VoIP traffic continues to grow and the number of carriers offering the service has increased as well [3-5]. Therefore a large number of companies have emerged offering VoIP destinations at competitive prices.

The technical support department of a VoIP carrier, among other duties, is in charge of testing the destinations.
offered by the suppliers of the company. This task is performed to determine their suitability to handle VoIP traffic. According to the testing result, the carrier can decide whether to sell the destination to its customers. Nevertheless, taking into account that most of the time there is a large quantity of offers received from different vendors, it is necessary to look for the best supplier whose cost-quality factor (the customer wants a termination that completes VoIP calls with good quality at a good price) better adjusts to the customer's requirements.

It should be noted that the destination of a supplier can be really volatile, i.e., there may be offers which are working good during one day at very attractive prices but then they can disappear for a long time. The promptness in which such offer is found and used, is fundamental for taking advantage of this kind of opportunities so the VoIP traffic can be completed in better economic conditions.

Technicians of VoIP carriers determine manually the classification of several VoIP calls in order to decide if the supplier is suitable for traffic completion. First, they analyze the duration of Post Dial Delay and Ring Time for each call. Then, if a call is connected (has duration), they determine whether it has voice or not, listening to the audio that comes from the end user. False Answer Supervision calls contain ring back tones, noise or dead air (no audio or environment audio) which is charged to the end user. Finally, based on the analysis of several calls, the technicians state whether the supplier is apt or not apt for traffic termination.

There is not a specific number of attempts that needs to be analyzed in order to define that a supplier will have a good or bad performance. However, the more number of calls, the more the achieved accuracy. From statistics, 30 or more attempts are needed to determine a numeric value on how the supplier will perform with traffic. However this number can be costly for the carrier if the destination has a high cost (e.g. Cuba or Satellite Phones).

The VoIP market offers a web based platform named CheckMyRoutes [6], whose goal is the automatic benchmark of a VoIP carrier destination. However, it has a high cost ($99/month) and the results are not always good. CheckMyRoutes only analyzes the signaling of the call and does not take into account the media (audio packets), originating a high amount of false positives since the audio is important for the detection of False Answer Supervision (an undesirable common VoIP issue) [7].

Since VoIP carriers have a business dynamism in which time is important for using the volatile offers of the supplier, it is necessary to accelerate the diagnosis process of possible profit opportunities. This lies in the promptness of the analysis derived from the testing. Empirically it has been shown that the suitability of a VoIP carrier for traffic termination depends on several time parameters related to the used protocol and the resulting audio coming from the answer of the end user [8,9]. Therefore, the proposed methodology aims to exploit the information which lies within the VoIP protocols and packets (signaling and media), so the grade of a particular VoIP carrier destination can be determined with little human intervention. It also has the final goal of shortening the time spent in the diagnosis of new business opportunities.

2. Related work

There has been a lot of work on how to measure Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE) in VoIP networks. The first aspect focuses mainly on the measurement of network parameters such as delay, jitter and packet loss, especially inspired by the mechanisms used in conventional telephone networks [41], in which the perceived Speech Quality is the most important QoS metric. In [40] an interesting survey of the VoIP technology is presented. Measuring QoE is more difficult because it depends heavily on certain subjective aspects of difficult measurement, as indicated in [32-34].

The ITU defines QoE as: "A measure of the overall acceptability of an application or service, the perceived subjectivity by end-user". Unlike telephone networks, in network VoIP network conditions can constantly vary in regard to what the perception in one moment may be respect to another. In [32] a QoE analysis is done in a period of 120 days, and it was found that in addition to the technical metrics (delay, jitter), aspects such as: device type, operating system, user interaction time, may affect the Measurement of QoE. Specifically in that study, it was shown to tend to decrease slightly with time. A similar result is confirmed in [33] where it is suggested that the measurement can be carried out in-situ, instead of performing it in controlled environments, due to the great diversity and quantity of final devices that can affect the measurement of QoE. Additionally, there may be even social aspects that affect such measurement, as indicated in [34]. In this article we develop a non-intrusive algorithm based on Machine Learning to perform the prediction of QoE based on some mathematical models such as E-Model [42], WFL (Weber Fechner Law) [43] and PESQ (Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality) [44]. The results were very satisfactory. In [35], a PESQ modification is performed using the NPESEQ (new Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality) algorithm to measure the impact of some metrics on the degradation of VoIP networks.

More detailed studies on QoE can be found in [36,37] and [39], where a tour is made of the main measurement techniques. In [38] we review the relationship of QoE vs the price paid by the user, and focuses mainly on the content of the point of view of the provider.

Research papers like [10,11] focus their objectives on the quality of service offered by VoIP compared to that offered by PSTN. Works [12,13] use the information contained within the interconnection protocols and aim to evaluate the performance of the VoIP network but not a particular destination of a VoIP carrier. Related to voice recognition and voice activity detection (VAD), works like [14,15] compare several algorithms used for VAD. The research [15] includes for time domain the Short-Time Average Magnitude Function (AM), Short-Time Average Zero-Crossing Rate (ZCR), Short-Time Auto Correlation Function, Short-Time Average Magnitude Difference Function (AMDF) and for frequency domain Fourier analysis. Results show that each algorithm has its own advantages and disadvantages. Nevertheless, the combination of them can help diminish their disadvantages [15]. The research paper [30] uses support vector machines (SVM) as the soft-computing
technique along with robust features of audio signals in order to classify their frames as ACTIVE or INACTIVE. In [16] features based on energy and Zero Crossing Rate are used in order to classify audio frames, by means of rules, into one of the following three classes: Voiced, Unvoiced or Silence.

In this work is proposed a methodology for VoIP call classification which helps carriers grade the destinations of their suppliers. Some audio features used in voice recognition algorithms along with a SVM were implemented in order to discern between voiced and unvoiced audio signals.

3. Proposed approach

This work took into consideration the communication structure presented in [6,8,17], along with the methodologies proposed by [18, 19] for voice quality in VoIP networks. Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the proposed methodology which adds the Parameter Extraction and Analysis block to the approach of CheckMyRoutes. Basically the approach is based on a database which stores the test numbers used for calling the destination, then a traffic generator originates the VoIP calls (e.g. asterisk) which are sent to the destination and finally the grade is determined. These tasks will be further explained in the next subsections.

3.1. Database

In order to grade a VoIP carrier offer, it is necessary to call the particular destination (using the gateway of the local carrier) and emit an opinion according to the connectivity result. If this is performed through various carriers and destinations, a database which contains an organized list of suppliers, destinations and test numbers is needed. This database contains a list of test numbers which need to be dialed in order to determine whether the particular carrier is suitable for handling the VoIP traffic, e.g., Supplier John Doe offers Colombia Mobile Tigo to the Local Carrier, a number of calls is then dialed to 57300xxxx numbers which are previously stored in the database.

3.2. Traffic Generator

An important part in the automation of call grading is the generation of traffic that will be sent to the supplier of the local carrier. It becomes necessary the communication between a Softswitch and the database described above so the calls can be routed accordingly. A Softswitch performs call control. This is related to functions which process a phone call and offer characteristics of telephony (ring back tone, busy tone, off-hook or dial tone, caller ID, etc.). A Softswitch also coordinates the routing of signaling messages which are necessary between networks that wish to communicate.

As it is shown by Fig. 1, the traffic generator sends calls to the local carrier, which are then routed to their corresponding suppliers by the gateway of the local carrier (there is no direct interconnection between the traffic generator and the suppliers). The softswitch used in this work was Genband Nextone.

3.3. Sniffer

This task belongs to the capture derived from the traffic generation and sharing of packets. Its goal is to store relevant information in order to grade call connectivity. Sniffers are used to capture network data without redirecting or altering them. They can be found as software applications or hardware devices completely separated from a Softswitch, although they can be part of it as well. The sniffer used for collecting data was Wireshark.

3.4. Parameter extraction and analysis

After the packet capture, it is necessary to extract and analyze some parameters which serve to grade the call connectivity. This task corresponds to the emulation of the reasoning made by the members of the technical support department of the local carrier (network operations center, NOC).

Based on the experience of VoIP carrier technicians, the grade of the destination of a carrier depends on several factors. A survey was performed in the company Estel Communications® (a VoIP carrier) in order to determine which parameters are used to grade the call connectivity. Since the test results were stored in the e-mail account of the network operations center (NOC), each message had in its body the main parameters used for deciding whether the tests were successful or not. In 308 tests made by technicians, requested in the first days of March 2012 (Property of Estel Communications® used only for educational purposes), the parameters used for grading the performance of the carrier regarding call connectivity are shown in Fig. 2. These parameters are described below for the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP):

- **PDD (post dial delay):** PDD corresponds to the time difference between the INVITE message sent by the client and the answer of type 18X (session description) sent by the server. It is also the time difference between the INVITE message and any message of type 4XX or 5XX which indicate an issue with the session establishment. It is usually given in seconds by most platforms [8]. It is used to measure the time the server takes to respond a request of a session establishment. As the PDD becomes higher, the connection is said to have a poor performance [9,19].
- **Ring Time:** The ring time corresponds to the time difference between the 18X message received by the...
client from the server and the message 200 OK sent from 
the server to the client, letting this last know that the call 
was accepted by the termination. This 200 OK message 
is followed by an acknowledging message (ACK) sent by 
the client to the server. During this time (after the first 
18X is sent) RTP packets are shared and an alert starts to 
be heard on the client side (ring back tone or music tone) 
[8]. This parameter measure the time which the end user 
takes to answer the call. It can indicate whether there is 
an issue with the communication. For instance, if there 
are several calls sent to a particular destination whose ring 
time is long enough for different numbers, it will mean 
that the communication is not good [9,19]. VoIP also can 
generate a fake ring back tone to the client which can lead 
to undesirable channel occupation.

- Call Duration: This parameter is defined by the time 
difference between the ACK message sent by the client, 
which follows the 200 OK message, and the BYE 
message sent by any of the peers letting the other one 
know that the call has ended [8]. This parameter can point 
out if there is a communication issue, e.g., when there are 
several calls sent to the same destination (different 
numbers) and their duration is very low (less than 5 or 3 
seconds).

- Audio Quality: This parameter belongs to the human 
perception of the audio which comes as a result of call 
conversation. For the presented survey it was considered 
only when RTP packets were transmitted, i.e., when the 
call rang, did not ring, went to voicemail, did not present 
noise, was answered by a person, by an IVR or was being 
billed.

- Release Code: This parameter is taken into consideration 
to discard signaling problems in VoIP calls. According to 
[8] SIP protocol emits several messages to alert the client 
about the process of each call (ringing, no channel 
available, on hold, busy, etc.).

Fig. 2 represents a survey made at Estel Communications 
on which parameters are the most relevant for technicians 
(ppeople with expertise in the area of VoIP call grade); the 
parameters PDD (post dial delay), Ring Time and Audio 
Quality, are the most relevant for them. Call Duration and 
Release Code were not that relevant but were also taken into 
consideration. In order to grade Audio Quality, NOC 
members need to establish whether the audio from the end 
user has voice or not. Since soft-computing can emulate the 
reasoning of a human, it is possible to emulate the decision 
made by NOC members. First a vector of features can be 
extracted for the VoIP calls. Then they can be classified by 
means of a pattern recognition algorithm. The latter is one of 
the several applications of Support Vector Machines (SVM) 
[20-22].

The classes used to classify VoIP calls are shown in Table 1.

### 3.5. Grade

Subsequent to parameter analysis, a grade for the 
destination of the carrier needs to be concluded. This is 
done by taking into consideration the classification of 
several calls sent to the gateway of the supplier, and 
giving an opinion related to the pertinence of the supplier for 
traffic termination. There is not a precise number of calls that 
should be analyzed. This is decided by the person who 
performs the tests. When the amount of destinations or 
suppliers that need to be tested is low, five or six calls 
are sent by technicians to the gateway of the supplier. 
However, when the number is large, fewer calls are sent 
in order to accelerate the testing process and emission 
of results. This can be misleading since a low amount 
of calls might not represent the successful operation or 
failure of the destinations of the suppliers. Also as stated before, for statistics, the more the test samples, the more reliable the outcome.

### 4. Results and evaluation

The proposed methodology aims to compare itself with 
expert knowledge (knowledge acquired by technicians of 
VoIP carriers). A total of 2750 calls (with their corresponding 
audio when possible) were extracted from CheckMyRoutes 
platform. These calls were classified into each of the six 
classes of Table 1 by means of expert knowledge (people 
with expertise in the area of VoIP call grade). First, classes 
which did not involve audio were classified, based on time 
parameters (Class 1, Class 3 and Class 4). Then, classes that 
involved audio (Class 2, Class 4 and Class 5) were classified 
based on the analysis of the audio. Here the expert 
determined whether the audio from the end user had voice or 
not. Thus, comparing the classification given by the expert 
with that given by the CheckMyRoutes, it was possible to 
determine that the accuracy of CheckMyRoutes on
identifying FAS was 68% and the accuracy on determining calls properly connected was 77%.

In order to emulate the human decision making for FAS detection, audio features were analyzed. Derived from this task, some parameters that served as inputs to a soft-computing classifier were established. Then, cross-validation was computed as a way to objectively conclude the accuracy of the proposed classifier. These tasks are described in the next subsections.

4.1. Audio analysis

VoIP carrier technicians are the ones who analyze the audio of the calls and determine whether it has voice or not. The standard low level features for audio analysis described in [23,24] can help to computationally solve this problem with little human intervention.

From the 2750 total calls 1468 have audio files. They are .wav files with 8 kHz sampling rate. They do not always have the same duration. In order to determine whether the audio file had voice or not, standard low level features were applied. Each file was segmented into 25ms audio frames (stationary audio) [24] and a 50% overlap was used [25]. Also low amplitude samples were replaced by zero since they seem to be related to background noise [16]. This was done by taking the mean of the average absolute amplitude of the first 25ms of each audio file, since in this time frame no voice should be present in a call (there is a delay in starting the call conversation and greeting). This resulted in replacing by zero the amplitudes according to the equation \[ |s(n)| < 0.004 \], where \( s(n) \) is the original digital audio signal.

The main concern in this part of the research was to differentiate ring back tones from voice. The variability of the standard low level features values resulted to be higher when voice was present in the audio file, since ring back tone signals are sinusoids. Therefore, second order statistics of the features could help in order to differentiate voiced from unvoiced signals [23].

A SVM for pattern recognition was used for classification, based on the 2750 samples and the second order statistics of the standard low level features. This SVM could also help to establish which parameters were the best suited for the classification task. Therefore, trial and error tests were implemented increasing the number of parameters until the highest possible accuracy was found. A computer running Linux (Fedora 17, 64 bits, Beefy Miracle distribution) with Intel Core i5-2410M CPU @ 2.30 GHz (4 cores) and 6 GB of RAM was used for simulation. The library LIBSVM [26] was used along with MATLAB for carrying out the experiments.

The input parameters for the system after correlation coefficients analysis (to discard any high linear dependency among parameters) are listed below:
1. PDD.
2. Ring Time.
3. Duration.
5. Standard deviation of the Short-time Zero Crossing Rate.
7. Standard deviation of the Short-time Average Energy (samples higher than zero).
8. Standard deviation of the Short-time Zero Crossing Rate (samples higher than zero).
9. Skewness of the Short-time Average Energy (samples higher than zero).
10. Skewness of the Short-time Zero Crossing Rate (samples higher than zero).
11. Skewness of the Spectral Roll Off (samples higher than zero).
12. Skewness of the Spectral Centroid (samples higher than zero).
13. Standard deviation of the derivative of Short-time Average Energy (samples higher than zero).
14. Standard deviation of the derivative of Short-time Zero Crossing Rate (samples higher than zero).
15. Standard deviation of the derivative of Spectral Roll Off (samples higher than zero).

4.2. Support vector machine

It is known that in order to use soft-computing for classification, it is necessary to have similar amount of samples per class so the system can be trained well [27,28]. The amount of samples per each class are shown in Table 2. Prior to selecting SVM to perform the classification task, Artificial Neural Networks were considered. However, in order to avoid the risk of overtraining and time performance due to hidden layers and number of neurons [31], SVM were selected. A SVM was implemented to classify VoIP calls, based on the classes shown in Table 1 with sixteen parameters as inputs.

Two SVM approaches were validated using 10-fold Cross-validation [28]. First, a six class approach was validated for the classes presented in Table 1. Second, a two class approach was validated that confronted Class 2 (Possible FAS) against Class 5 (Call Connected with High PDD or High RBT) and Class 2 (Possible FAS) against Class 6 (Call Connected with Low PDD and Low RBT). The radial basis function (RBF) kernel was used for the SVM. This kernel has two parameters \((C, \gamma)\) that are not known beforehand [29]. Therefore, a grid search was conducted in order to find the parameter values that outcome the best accuracy for the problem stated. Trying exponentially growing sequences of \(C\) and \(\gamma\) is a practical method to identify good parameters (for example, \(C = 2^{-7}, 2^{-4}, 2^{-1}, ..., 2^{15}\) and \(\gamma = 2^{-15}, 2^{-14}, 2^{-13}, ..., 2^{3}\) [26].

Table 2. Amount of Samples per Class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Number of Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>491</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The authors.
4.2.1. Six Class approach

A SVM was used for call classification of the six classes already presented in Table 1. Each call had 16 parameters. Those parameters were used for training and testing the SVM. The SVM output was the class to which each input call belonged. From the grid search the best cross-validation overall accuracy was 93.96% and the best $C$ and $\gamma$ were $2^{15}$ and $2^{-13}$ respectively.

The result of the 10-fold Cross-validation confusion matrix (combining the results of 100 tests matrices) is shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that for most classes the accuracy was higher than 90%. Although FAS detection was 82.7% (target class 2), it increases the accuracy of CheckMyRoutes (68% presented in section 4). Also it increases the accuracy for classes of calls that connected properly. From this result, it can be said that the SVM is more trustworthy for the classification of properly connected calls. However FAS detection accuracy is better compared with CheckMyRoutes.

4.2.2. Two class approach

For this approach, the SVM was only used for classification between Class 2 (Possible FAS) and Class 5 (Call Connected with High PDD or High RBT) and between Class 2 (Possible FAS) and Class 6 (Call Connected with Low PDD and Low RBT). The decision for the implementation of this approach was based on the fact that a similar amount of calls was available for Class 2, Class 5 and Class 6. Therefore, if the classes 5 and 6 were combined to form one single class, there would be a mismatch in the number of samples since the new class would have about two times the amount of samples for Possible FAS. The user can establish a threshold for PDD and Ring Back Tone values. Each carrier can define what for them is a low or high PDD and a low or high Ring Back Tone. For each call the same 16 parameters were considered. Those parameters were used for training and testing the SVM. The SVM output classified the calls in Class 2, Class 5 or Class 6 depending on the user threshold.

Two grid searches were performed. The first one involved the SVM for classification of Class 2 and Class 5. The values of $C$ and $\gamma$ that gave the best overall 10-fold Cross-validation were $2^4$ and $2^8$ respectively. The second grid search involved the SVM for classification of Class 2 and Class 6. The values of $C$ and $\gamma$ that gave the best overall 10-fold Cross-validation were $2^4$ and $2^8$ respectively. Particularly for this case, the values of $C$ and $\gamma$ for these two different SVMs resulted to be the same.

The results of 10-fold Cross-validation are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. It can be seen that FAS detection for this approach increased the one given by the six class approach. Also it can be seen that the differentiation between Class 2 (Fig. 4 Class 1) and Class 5 (Fig.4 Class 2) is more difficult to discern by the SVM than the differentiation between Class 2 (Fig. 5 Class 1) and Class 6 (Fig. 5 Class 2) given that the accuracy is better when classifying Class 2 vs Class 6. This result may be related to an inner relationship that PDD, RBT or Duration of the calls may have with FAS, but it is not apparent.

5. Discussion

Table 3 shows the accuracy of the classifier compared with CheckMyRoutes for each of the SVM approaches already described. We can see that CheckMyRoutes classifies Classes 3 and 4 and Classes 5 and 6 as one.
Figure 5. 10-fold Cross-validation Confusion Matrix (Class 2 vs Class 6).
Source: The authors.

Table 3.
Comparison of Accuracy of CheckMyRoutes and Proposed Approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>CheckMyRoutes</th>
<th>Six Class SVM</th>
<th>Two Class SVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Call Rejected</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Possible FAS</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>82.7%</td>
<td>88.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3, 4</td>
<td>Call Not Connected</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>99.4%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5, 6</td>
<td>Call Connected</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>92.8%</td>
<td>95.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The authors.

Therefore, in order to compare the accuracy of the proposed classifier, the combination of accuracies for classes 3 and 4 and classes 5 and 6 were computed. From the six class approach, it can be seen that the proposed SVM classifier is superior to that given by CheckMyRoutes. For the two class approach, the overall accuracy of the classifier was computed by the combination of the correct classified calls for Class 2 and the combination of the correct classified calls for Classes 5 and 6. It can be seen that the two class approach increases the overall accuracy of CheckMyRoutes and the six class approach as well.

Call grade using the proposed methodology also improves the efficiency of VoIP call testing, in terms of time, by using computational technologies to bypass human analysis. Supposing that 10 calls are sent to the destination carrier, a human takes around 10 minutes to perform this task. However, when using a computational technology that can dial the 10 calls simultaneously and analyze by itself the result of the calls, around two minutes are spent. Table 4 summarizes this comparison. The Parameter Extraction value is the mean of the time spent analyzing each one the 2750 total calls. The SVM analysis value was computed as the average time that an SVM takes to analyze each of the 2750 calls (16 parameters) times 10. Finally, the call grade was determined as the time MATLAB computes a weighted mean. Now supposing that the commercial department of the VoIP carrier needs to test 30 destinations with the constraint of testing 10 calls per destination, using the same math, a technician would need 300 minutes to test for the best scenario (test numbers available, fast dialing, acute hearing, no pause between tests, etc.). However, CheckMyRoutes would take, for the same number of tests, at most four minutes supposing that it only supports testing 100 calls simultaneously. The proposed system would take at most five minutes. This result shows the gain in time when automating the testing.

Table 4 shows that the time spent by the proposed approach to provide a result is higher than the time spent by CheckMyRoutes. However, despite that the proposed approach takes more time in providing a grade for the carrier, it is not considerable (a few more seconds at most). Also the time that the system takes for analysis, can be really low compared to the time a technician would need to verify when CheckMyRoutes gives a wrong analysis (e.g. good classification for a destination that in reality presented FAS).

5. Conclusions and future works

In this work a SVM which performed the processing of the parameters for call connectivity grade was implemented. This SVM also provided a better accuracy value for classification of unknown samples compared with common used methodologies previously described. This accuracy could be objectively determined by means of cross-validation.

The proposed methodology increases the accuracy for FAS detection and properly connected calls detection compared to the automatic platform CheckMyRoutes. The usage of audio processing features along with Support Vector Machines helped with this improvement. From six class classification, the proposed methodology gave an 82.7% of accuracy for properly FAS detection. From two class classification the proposed classifier gave an 88.6% of accuracy for FAS. CheckMyRoutes gave 68% of accuracy for this type of calls. On the other hand, the six class approach gave a 93.8% when classifying properly connected calls. Two class approach gave 95.4% of accuracy for this case. CheckMyRoutes gave a 77% for properly connected calls. It can be concluded also, that despite the proposed approach takes more time than CheckMyRoutes to provide a result, the improvement in accuracy is worth the delay. Since CheckMyRoutes is not so trustworthy with its results, technicians need to step up in order to have certainty that a particular destination has FAS or is working properly. This
human involvement is highly avoided with the proposed system since its results are more reliable. As shown in Table 4, the implementation of the proposed system reduces considerably the time taken for testing compared with human testing. This can become a long term economic savings for the carrier since the human resources can reduce their workload for such a tiresome task.

Future works should focus on the implementation of a different soft-computing technique such as decision trees or artificial neural networks. Also, there may be some other audio signal parameters that could help improve the accuracy of the current system for FAS detection. It is also recommendable to use more audio samples that may help the training of the soft-computing classifier. This system can also be implemented as a software platform and be tested with real VoIP traffic.
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